Many Freshmen Crowd the Fundamentals

Khept Varsity Captain Stan Cook and the fundamen
tals in Walker gym that several New York papers are
scouting for "dope" on the Engineer

Is not, we know, nearly as great as at

We have no means to know that the 50
who have not any. However the world
is waking up. How long will this

Army Soccer Team

Two in First Half of Game Wednesday

After being scored on twice in the first half by the Military Academy
in a 5 to 1 score throughout the contest made
playing conditions very easy. The
first five against came on a really
shortly after the game opened. Walker,
in the forward line, and the
end of the drive. For the entire first

Army Soccer Team

BY 2 GOAL MARGIN

The first Army goal came on a
out of the forward line, and the ab-
end of the drive. For the entire first
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